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About This Game

From the creators of Epic Battle Simulator, comes Epic Battle Simulator 2, the most accurate battle simulation game !

Form your strategies, choose your troops and place them wisely on the battlefield and beat every opponent !
Play against levels, custom and real-time multiplayer !

You can now totally improve your army, watch ragdoll effects and play multiplayer mode, created just for you with advanced
matchmaking algorithms.

With the improved graphics and the enhanced intelligence of the bots, you can now experience ultimate battle simulations !

Features:
- Ragdoll and physics effects !
- Advanced army placement !

- Army upgrade up to three levels, with awesome gear and stats improvements !
- Advanced multiplayer ranking system for better matchmaking and custom leader-board !

- Well-made, improved graphics to make the battle cooler that ever !
- Smarter troops to achieve the most accurate battle simulation !

- Awesome sounds and music variety !

New troops added every week! Got a suggestion? Send us a message and maybe the new troop will be yours!!
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Title: Epic Battle Simulator 2
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Rappid Studios
Publisher:
Rappid Studios
Release Date: 2 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2

Processor: 2 GHz or Faster

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 3000

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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I beat the first boss so only a partial review. I had to make sure there was more than just the one environment and there is. also
different types of enemies start to appear.

The is a magic RPG. Been playing a while and in a weird way it's been hovering between terrible and addictive. There are some
bugs and some jankyness but at the same time glimpses of awesomeness. The graphics are pretty awesome. Enemies look great.
Spell casting feels great.

Only teleport so if that bothers you then turn back now. For me it's not big deal. It would be hard to add any other type of
locomotion because the boss is to dart around quickly to avoid his attacks.

The addictiveness also comes in the upgrades. There's a perk system but you also find new wands, claws, and robes each with
different stats essentially allowing fully customize your equipment.

If little bugs and weirdness and Chinglish bother you, turn back now. Othersize if you've played Children of the Collosus this is
from the same developer so think that game mixed with something like Orbus VR and you get the picture.. Very fun for a free
game. Very simple, but challenging.. Contrary to the opinion that bugs have been fixed this was a bust on my PC. Error
0xc000007. Never had a problem with any other game on Steam. Glad it was on sale price!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Not so much pure
Hold'em as pure BS.

Read the reviews and avoid. I wish I had !. Dungeon Keeper the roguelike sounds great but the necessary complexity just isn't
there. The base building part is a really stripped-down Dwarf Fortress. Buildings you're really gonna need are: training posts,
fancier training posts, even fancier training posts; libraries, fancier libraries, and even fancier libraries beds, other beds, and yet
another beds. Two of three bed types also can be regular, fancy and even fancier. Also four or five types of workshop, which at
least don't have fanciness levels, and assorted chests and torches. Traps are somewhat fun, but it's not really a tower defense
game. The going-to-war part is a barebones roguelike. Your regular bump combat, with bows, consumables and spells thrown in.
Party-based raids are not bad, but they're not that good either.

Basically, if it's not the first game in your life, you've already seen every mechanic that keeperRL can offer. And chances are,
you've seen it in a better game. Rimworld or DF for base builiding; Caves of Qud, Cogmind or DCSS for roguelike exploration
and combat.. Best missing letter finding simulator 10/10. Love this app and the new content. I did notice a bug where you can't
click on your deck after a reshuffle.
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Darkstar, Judy Judy, I'm going in for guns!

A high-speed and well-crafted top-down MOBA with an incredibly engaged and helpful developer. This game may be in its
early stages of development, but it is already incredibly fun, complex, and well-balanced, and I am excited to continue play as it
grows.

Pros:

Tight controls (especially on a controller)

Highly varied (and well-balanced) aircraft

Satisfying progression

Well-coded AI

Passionate and engaged dev

Tight and satisfying controls

Non-stop danger zone

Cons:

Small player base (but growing!)

Keyboard controls can feel clumsy

10/10 would danger zone again.. One of my first games on steam that I bought on my other account now FREE!! Good game
and satisfying gameplay! Hope the community gets larger and more contents!. This game is so easy and colorful. Nice planets
theme artwork too.. Imagine playing dodge ball, but you ####### hate yourself.

0\/100. So fun can not stop playing I recommend.
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